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ABSTRACT
/
.//
The near-resonant motion of the Aerobee 150A, a four-finned
sounding rocket vehicle with liquid-propellant _ustaincr and solid-propellant
booster, is investigated. Pitch-roll coupling and roll lock-in are shown to
be greatly influenced by induced roiling moments resulting from both aero-
dynamic sources and lateral corffigurational asymmetry. The near-resonant
motion is further complicated by the presence of an aerodynamic side moment,
whi_:h can be considered as a Magnus-type moment dependent upon the aero-
dynamic roll angle.
The various mechanisms whit:h can produce roll lock-in or extended
resonance are discussed, and the probable effect of these motions on the roll
rate and angle of attack are described. It is _hown that both the orientation
and magnitude of the various asymmetries are important in determining the
possibility of lock-in or extended resonance.
In most instances the near-resonant motion can be simulated by the
linear solution for the trim angle of attack vector, in conjunction with an
exact analysis _,f the rolling moments. Using 7v/!_ as a dependent variable,
the trim angle of attack and roll equations can be combined into a single first-
order non-linear differential equation with time-varying coefficients. The
solution to this equation has been obtained numerically using only a desk-type
calculator, and some typical results are presented.
The effects of aerodynamic and inertial non-linearities on the pitch-
yaw-roll motion are studied by use of a special circular motion theory. It
is shown that when the amplification factor derived from the linear equations
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of motion becomes infinite, a condition which ,_an result from a positive side
moment, there _orrespond steady-state circular motion solutions at angles _,f
atta(k on the order _,f20 degrees. A lateral displacement of the center (_f
gravity and _ enter _f pressure of about O. l inch will provide r_ll equilibrium
during a large angle of attack steady-state circular motion.
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NOMENCLATURE
C D
C_
(r
c
C 7,#,_o
thrust lateral misalignment
drag coefficient
rolling moment coefficient due to fin cant
//_ _ roll damping derivative
aerodynamic induced rolling moment coefficient
rolling moment ,. oefficient duc to lateral asymmetry
rolling moment coefficient due to thrust asymmetry
yawing moment coefficient for plane normal to angle
of attack plane
body-fixed yawing moment duc Lo asymmetry
fixed-plane non-spin-dependent yawing moment at -_,-_ = rz)/±
fixed-plane Magnus moment at _- = ,'_/'"-
fixed-plane circular motion damping dt_rivative
normal force coefficient
normal force derivative
pitching moment c:oefficient (angle ,ff attack plant_)
body-fixed pitching moment coefficient duc to asynunetry
fixed-plane pitching moment coefficient at ,_ : zz/__
aeroballistic pitching moment derivative
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cM_
C5/_c_
C_ _ 42
c_
H
£
£
/
Z
2'
X
k;
2
Pr
P
F- -,r
& din/3/ --_--_.2V' fixed-plane pitch damping derivative
bdm/_) -_, pitch damping derivative, linear theory
/ V
side moment coefficient
side force coefficient for plane normal to angle of
attack plane
body-fixed lateral force coefficients due to asymmetry
body diameter
damping parameter (see Appendix C}
transverse moment of inertia
axial moment of inertia
I /f_ sd _
magnitude of trim vector
aerodynamic reference length (1. 2.5 feet, full scale)
vehicle mass
aerodynamic overturning moment parameter
(see Appendix C)
aerodynamic side moment parameter (see Appendix C)
axial spin or roll rate
theoretical roll rate
dynamic pressure
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5
t
Y
V
t2"
to"
4,/
z
X,r,_
P
g
6
¢
n
angular velocity with respect to
angular velocity with respect to
dimensionless distance
/ fixed-plane axis
:;_ ' fixed-plane axis
aerodynamic reference area (1.Z3 square feet, full scale)
time
Magnus moment parameter (see Appendix (3)
total velocity
lateral velocity in direction of body-fixed % axis
lateral velocity in direction of body-fixed L_ axis
body-fixed axes
fixed-plane axes
inertial reference axes
lateral displacement of center of gravity and
center of pressure
total angle of attack
angle of attack at which C_. reverses sign
angle of sideslip
angle between trim vector and qgc_p
fin cant angle
thrust misalignment
V e_,/uf , complex angle of attack
V
angular orientation of thrust misalignment
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F) =
CO =
Euler angle defining fixed-plane axes
Euler angle defining fixed-plane axes
roll orientation angle for body-fixed trim
aerodynamic roll angle
air density
undamped linear pitch natural frequency
subs c ripts
o steady-state
superscripts
denotes differentiation with r_spcvt to _imt,
dc, n_,tes non-dimensional angular velocity
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I. INTRODUCTION
A continuing problem in the design of unguided canted-fin _ounding-
rocket vehicles is the avoidance _,f undesirable motions as the result of
the vehi¢le approaching or passing through pitch-roll resonance. The
problem is made more severe by the fact that the pitch and roll frequencies
usually become coincident during a portion of the flight where the aerody-
namic forces and moments can be large.
Sounding Rocket M_,tion At and Near Resonance
l'h, .. angle ¢)f attack motion of a sounding rocket at resonance is
virtually independent _,f the disturbances at launch and low altitxtdes, and
can be represented in most cases by a linear solution for the magnitude c,f
the trim angle of attack. It is also a matter of record that the spin rate of
a canted fin sounding rocket approaches equilibrium at altitudes below the
altitude range where resonance is likely to occur. Thus, the symmetric
rocket has a spill history through resonance which depends only upon time-
wise variations in the roll-driving and roll-damping moments, and aerodgnamI_
1
lag ,:fleet
The slightly unsymmetrical rocket experiences a wide variety of
resonance phenomena depending upon the type of asymmetry present, and
its magnitude and _rientation. These asymmetries manifest themselves in
two ways; first through initiating a trim angle of attack, and secondly by
introducing non-linear aerodynamic effects and couplings.
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The amplification _,f the trim angle of attack at resonance, irres-
pective ,Jr _hanges in the rolling motion, has received considerable attention.
Whitlock, R_ference 2, has compared steady-state and six-degrees-of-
freedom analyses _f pit, h-roll resonance for a long Mender sounding rocket
for the ,use c)funperturbed steady-state roll. For this _ase, it is shown
that the steady-state tinear theory reasol_ably predicts the resonant motion.
Lffc.ct uf A_,rodymami__ Induced Rulling Moment
The motion of a rolling finned rocket in trimmed flight becomes more
complicated when rolling, pitching, and yawing moments dep_ndent upon angle
of atta¢ k and roll orientation are introduced.
moments were first described by Nicolaides 3.
variation with the aerodynamic roll angle,
The existence and effects of such
Such mom=nts have a periodic
, defined as the angle between
the angle _,f atta, k plane and a fixed plane on the rocket, such as one Lontaining
a fin. A rotationally symmetric rocket with _7 similar fins has a symmetry
angle of , rr/ r_, and therefore the moments can usually be expressed as a
Fourier sine series
O0
With the introduction of aerodynamic induced roll moment, the com-
plexity ,if the resonant motion greatly increases. We must hOW consider the
orientation ,_f Lhe trim angle of attack as well as its magnitude. Strong inter-
a_ ti,_ns exist between the roiling motion and the near-circular angle-of-attack
mt,tion ass,_ciatcd with trimmed flight. As a consequence, the phenomenon
described by Ni, _,laides as lock-in is likely to occur when the angle of attack
plane is slowly rotating through a region _f negative induced rolling moment.
-Z-
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These regions cannot be avoided, since the phase shift in the angle-of-attack
plane between /_.:¢_ and ]-)_.o is greater than the symmetry angle if the
rocket has three or more fins.
Roll Lock-In
A discussion -f lock-in is hampered by the lack of a general definition.
3 Murphy4The original analyses of Nicolaides and also consider the _:ase of
pure circular motion, where the roll rate and nutation rate are coincident. In
this case, a stable variation of induced rolling moment ((_i__ 7 7
Y
) results in a lock-in between the roll and nutation motions and a pure
$
lunar motion.
In the case of the sounding rocket, the nutation vector is absent and the
circular motion rate of the rocket in trimmed flight is just the spin rate. The
angular orientation of the angle of attack plane is given by the phase angle for
the angle of attack vector. In the absence of induced rolling moments, the phase
angle will vary as illustrated in Figure 1, with an approximate 90-degree shift
occurring at resonance.
For the sounding rocket, two interpretations of lock-in are possible.
On the une hand, we can say that lock-in corresponds to lunar motion. This
can be made a precise definition by requiring that the aerodynamic roll angle,
, at some point approach a constant value in a stable manner. Note that
resonance conditions are not required by this definition.
A second and less precise lock-in definition implies that the roll and
pitch natural frequencies will be approximately equal for _ome period of time.
The distinction between the pitch natural frequency, used here, and the nutation
So described because the same _ide of the vehicle always faces the
velocity vector.
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frequency used in the original Nicolaides definition is important. Fhc basis
for the see,rod lt_ck-in definition for sounding rocket vehicles is the obser-
vatit_n Lhat for resonant _onditions a negative induced roiling moment can
extend the res,Jnant period in such a manner that the spin rate and pitch
natural frequency are approximately equal or appear to be locked-in. This
type of lock-in can be better described as extended resonance. This apparent
lurk-in results from the _hape of the curve of the phase angle versus the
spin-to-r_tural-frequency ratio, and can be explained by the fact that if tile
phase angle is maintained near 90 degrees, the ratio f_ _i,; will remain near
untty. Fhis occurrence is likely when the rocket encounters a large negative
gradient in the variation of the total rolling moment with aerodynamic roll
angle at or near resonance. It is important to note that while extended
resonance results in a slowly changing aerodynamic roll angle, it does not
imply a , onstant aerodynamic roll angle as in the first definition.
Neither lock-in definition indicates the gross effect to the roll or
angle of atta:k motion, this must be determined for each individual case.
But more important, extended lock-in may either increase or decrease the
angle of atta,'k and aerodynamic loads which would have been encountered
without lock-in. In addition, lock-in may significantly reduce the spin rate
at very high altitudes, even though the angle of attack motion is acceptable.
Other Factors Affecting Lock-In
The problems of lock-in and extended resonance are made even less
tra__table by changing air density and velocity, and variations in the aerody-
nami_ •oefficients with Math number during the resonant period.
The greatest _.ompli<ation to the determination _f sounding rocket
lock-in behavior arises from the existence of two or more periodic rolling
-4-
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moments, xvhich need not be in phase. Such a complication immediately
arises when there is a lateral offset between the center _,f gravity and
center uf pressure.. 'Fhis asymmotry induces an angle-of-attack dependent
rolling moment with a roll period of _ rr , and a phase angle dependent
upon the angular orientation of the asymmetry. With the presence of both
the aerodynamic induced roiling moment and the. rolling moment due to
lateral asymmetry, lock-in can occur at any aerodynamic roll angle.
The phase relationship between the aerodynamic induced full and
the r(,ll due to lateral asymmetry is extremely important. Ftrst, the phase
relati,mship can affect the magnitude of the rolling moments at l_k-in, thus
cith_..r prol_mging or shortening the period _f lock-in. .qt.,cond, depending
upon the aer_dyna,nic roll angle at lock-in, the aerodynamic side mc_ment
can be _-ither positive or negative. This is extremely significant. The side
moment modifies the aerodynamic damping, which in turn determines the
magnitude of the trim amplification factor. At resonance the Inagnitude ,*f
the amplification factor is limited only by the amount of aerodynamic damping;
hence, it is possible for the trim to increase catastrophically if the .side
moment is positive and decreases the aerodynamic damping to near zero.
On the other hand, lock-in ina region of negative side moment may decrease
the trim angle of attack.
Scope of Present Investigation
The present roll lock-in investigation has been accomplished for the
purpose of obtaining a better overall understanding of the near resonance
motion of _ounding rocket vehicles, and the Aerobee 150A in particular. This
The ._ide moment is the non-spin-dependent Magnus moment resulting
from aerodynamic roll and angle of attack.
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has been a_hieved by both a qualitative review of the roIl lock-in problem,
and by devet_)pment _f _implified equations of motion.
Although the present effort Ls preceeded by analyses of the Aerobee 150,
A_robee 150A, and Aerobee 350, References 5 through _), the foregoing have
lacked generality _n that References 5, 6, and 9 do not consider the roiling
moment due to lateral center of gravity - center of pre3sure asymmetry, and
References 7 and 8 do not include the effect of the aerodynamic iide moment.
Both _f these factors have a pronounced effect on the resonant motion.
'Fhe basic approach used herein is to combine the linear solution for
the trim angle of attack with the exact non-linear roll equation. Such an
approach permits the- various possibilities for lock-in and extended resonance
to be examined boti_ qualitatively and quantitatively.
Finally, large angle of attack resonant m,)tions are examined by use
of a special ircular motion theory, which ts capable of including non-linear
pitch-yaw dynamics.
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II. VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
The Aerobee 150A
The Aerobee 150A is a four-finned two-_tage unguided sounding
rocket vehicle currently being launched by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. The sustainer is an Acrohee 4, 100-pound sea-level
liquid-propellant _hrust engine, and the booster is an Aerojet 2. 5 KS - 18,000
type solid propellant rocket with 18,600-pound sea-level thrust. The booster
rocket is drag separated from the sustainer section 2. 5 seconds after launch.
The Aerobee 150A configuration with separated booster is depicted in Figure
2. The physical characteristics of the vehicle, and nominal trajectory data
are described in Appendix A.
Based on wind tunnel values for C g$ and CgF: and a fin-cant angle of
0.21 degrees, nominal ;pin resonance occurs at approximately r* = 37. 0
seconds, Math number 3. 5, 62,000 feet altitude, and with the roll and pitch
rate equal to 5. 95 radians per second.
...Aerodynamics of the Aerobee 150A
Basic aerodynamic data for the Aerobee 150A, as obtained from wind
10
tunnel tests , are presented in Appendix B. The normal force coefficient,
stability margin, and pitch damping data are typical for sounding rocket
vehicles.
The aerodynamic data most significant to the roll lock-in problem are
the induced roiling moment and induced side moment. Figure 3 _hows a corn-
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parison _f the induced rolling moment coefficient versus angle of attack for
several soualding cocker vehicles. These data are for aerodynamic roll angles
of 30 and 22. 5 degrees, _.orresponding to three- and four-finned rockets,
respe_ tively. "l'ht: a_.rodyuamic roll anglc used throughout this report is
defined in the sketch ,Jn page 39. For the comparison c,f induced rolling
moments, it _an be _een that the Aerobee 150A has the lowest angle of attack
for induced c.lling moment sign reversal, approximately 8 degrees total angle
of attack. Because of the importance of the angle of attack f_,r roiling moment
sign reversal, this angle is designated o¢ Be:low the _ ross-over angle of
attack, all of the , orffigurations exhibit negative induced rolling moment
coefficients for the. at_rodynanaic roll angles shown.
The trends of two different theoretical predictions for the induced
rolling moment are shown in Figure 3 for comparison. These data have
not been corrected to the Aerobee 150A con.figuration, but are nevertheless
representative. The theoretical approaCh of Reference 11, which considers
the effect of the body vortices as well as the potential flow, predicts a positive
induced rolling m(,ment which increases with angle of attack in a cubic manner.
The induced rolling moments computed in Reference 11, which are for triangular
plan.form fins, do not :,how the negative rolling moment at small angles of attack.
In Reference 12, a theoretical prediction of the induced roll is made for rect-
angular planform fins, assuming that the Mach cone from one of the tips does
not intersect the ;urface of the other two normal fins. This analysis, which
does not consider the effects of separation or body-vortices, shows that
negative induced rolling mome.nts exist at small angles of attack.
Side force data for the Aerobee 150A and another four-firmed sounding
rocket are presented in Figure 4. It will be noted that the side force does not
exhibit a sign reversal with increasing angle of attack. However, the center
-8-
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of pressure of the side force falls well forward of the fins at _ome Mach
numbers and angles of atta;k, such that the _ide moment L:an in some
instances reverse sign with _:hanging angle of attack. The variations in the
side moment, although not well understood, appear to lead to sign reversal
points which are completely independent of those for the induced rolling
moment. In Lhe region uf resonance, the side moment for !_ = Z2. 5 degrees
is negative at all angles of attack greater than about Z. 5 degrees.
In order that the relationships between the pitching moment, side
moment, and rolling moment be clearly seen, the variation of each of these
moment coefficients with angle of attack is plotted in Figure 5 for an aero-
dynamic roll angle of 22. 5 degrees. The Mach number and center of gravity
are representative of resonance conditions.
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iii. GKNERAL DISCUSSION OF THE ROLL LOCI<-IN PROBLEM
Initiation of Roll Lock-ln
In pra_'tically all <ases, roll lock-in is initiated with a build-up of
indu<:ed rolling moments (either from aerodynamic effects or lateral
asymmetry) in a _<;nse _)pposite to the direction of spin, Thus, for a
rocket with fins canted for positive roll, the induced rolling moments pre-
ceeding lock-in are usually negative. In the discussion which follows, we
will t onsider only the case where the rocket fins are _:anted for positive
roll.
Th,- basic me<hanism for initiati_m of roll lock-in can be seen by
considering the trim angle of attack and its orientati_Jn, since prior to
resonance th,• faun, hing transients have damped out. The orientation of
th_ trim anglt. ,_fatta<_k i.s determined by the orientation of the vehicle
asymmt_trit, s and by a phase shift which is dependent upon the ratio of the
roll and I)it_h frt_quencies, !_ /o.. (_ee Figure I). With increasing j_' and
d_creasing ___ the corresponding phase shift causes the aerodynamic roll
anglt., _ , to increase, positively, throughout thv flight. Thus, the only
mechanism v,hi_:h _an cause i_. to remain constant, i.e. lo,k,*d-in, is a
reduction in the spin rate, which in turn requires a negative rolling moment.
The negative rolling moment must be provided by the induced rolling moments,
since at the initiation of lock-in _f_ _ _ di_ __i
p 2V
-I0-
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Roll L_,ck-In With Aerodynamic Induced Rollins Moment
Fhe initiation c)f lock-in, when only the aerodynamic induced rolling
moment is present, ,an be seen more clearly by examining a plot of the
indu_:ed r<_Iling moment w_rsus the aerodynamic roll angle, Figure 6. The
_'urve shown is for a specific angle of attack, which is less than c-_ _'. Super-
imposed is the ori,,n;ati¢)n ,_f chc trim angle of attack for an arbitrary asymmetry.
Also depicted is the phase shift in the trim angle of attack for increasing values
of /' _,., Fhesc (taua were _omputcd from the linearized motion theory des-
cribed in Appendix (2.
F,_r the pr,zsent example, two possibilities exist for lock-in with
F,rst lock-in may _Jccur at some tI_ _. 45 degrees. As _an
be seen, /. , ,:an increase to the urder of 0. 85 with only a small change in
.j / S_,,md, lock-in may occur at a _ slightly greater than 90 degrees,
where -I .' is approximately unity. Obviously, the latter cannot r_ccur as
long as thc_ vehi, lc has a lock-in in the first region.
Whether or not roll lock-in _}ccurs depends upon the magnitude of the
non-rolling trim, the: variation of the aerodynamic: induced roiling moment
with anglt_ ._f attack, and the trim amplification. The latter, ,Jf course,
depends greatly upon the aerodynamic damping as / .... approaches unity.
In most insatm:es a vehicle will break out of the first lock-in region,
because the triln angle _,f attack will increase bcy_nd ,-._- , and the sign of
the induced rolling moment will reverse. However, for small asymmetries
a vehicle can stay locked-in at _ < 45 degrees for a significant period of
time. quch a case is described in a subsequent section of this report.
It is important to) note from the preceeding example that the exact
behavior of the aerodynamic roll angle, _/Y , cannot be readily determined.
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Althc,ugh qualitativ,rly it is easy to see that _ may be at least slowly ,hanging
in a regi_m _:,f negative induced roll, it is not clear that ,,( can be held constant,
or _ maintain(:d near zero. Thus, a precise determi,lati(m ,)f lock-in requires
soluti,,n ._f the ,.quati,ms ,Jf moti,,n.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to develop a _implified equation ,,f
moti(m t_, describe th,' behavior ,_f the aerodynamic roll angle; hence other
methods must be selected f(_r determining the exact nature ,if the motion under
near-rcs,n_tnt . ¢,nditi_ms.
Although '_h¢. initiati_m ,,f lock-in is difficult to describe in simple
analytit terms, the: . onditions under which the induced rolling moment can
n,* longer sustain a t_,ck-in condition can be approximated.
_'or ,:_ • - _ the maximum aerodynamic reduced rolling moment is
kn,.wn, and we .an ;tssum<: that it occurs at (/ -: 22. 5 + _, ()0), where
,? = _._, 1, Z, etc. [fence, the worst condition would be where the initial
trim is su, h that the lock-in angle, _ , corresponds to _ = ZZ. 5 + _ (90).
Break-_*ut will begin when the spin rate satisfies the inequaliW
e s .f, '. ' _ ' , <:_
A_ anglt-s ._f atta_ k greater than _ _the induced rolling moment
increases steadily with angle of attack for all values of the angle of attack
which are ,_f interest. Thus, the maximum aerodynamic induced rolling
moment can be specified only if the angle of attack history is known. The
trim angle of attack history can be determined from a linear solution of the
equations of motion (see Appendix C), providing ?_>/'cJ is known or assumed.
One logical choice is to assume _/c_o = 1, a condition near which lock-in will
usually occur.
-lg-
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The break-out requirement now becomes approximately
cJ( _ oC
The above inequality ,an be evaluated as a function of time to determine the
conditions under which break-out can be assured.
The above approach is the basis for the roll lock-in analyses described
in References 7 and 8. The usefulness of the break-out criterion hinges on the
assumption ,f r __ :: 1 and the simplification of the roll dynamics to equilib-
/ /
rium ,:onditions. As will be shown subsequently, these assumptions can lead
to _on_idcrable error.
R<>I1 Lc, ck-In With Aerod)r_amic Induced Rollin_ Moment and Rolling Moment
Du,: to l_,ateral Asymmetry
The analytic form of the rolling moment due to lateral displacement
of ttu: <enter of gravity and aerodynamic center of pressure is described in
Appendix D. Fhe relationship between the aerodyn,_mic induced roiling moment
and the rolling moment due to lateral asymmetry is depicted in Figure 7. The
roiling moment due to lateral asymmetry is depicted for several orientations
of the center of pressure with respect to the longitudinal principal axis. For
ease of visualization, these are illustrated as offset centers of gravity.
Significantly, the sum of the two induced rolling moments is maximum
for only one orientation of the lateral asymmetry. For example, with ,. _, oc _
the maximum negative induced rolling moment occurs with the center-of-gravity
locatiun designated number four. This condition, as can be seen from the dia-
gram, corresponds to a non-rolling trim located at rg = ?-47. 5 degrees.
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The lateral asymmetry can also be oriented such that ',.he aerodynamic
induced rolling moment and the roiling moment due to lateral asymmetry are
opposed at resonance. More generally, the regions where the combined rolling
moments are negative can correspond to any _S , providing that _uitable orien-
tations _f the lateral asymmetry are specified.
T,., determine the actual magnitude of the two indu_:ed rolling moments,
the angle of attack must be considered, since both induced rolling moments are
angle-of-attack dependent. For a specific configuration, the sum of the two
induced roiling moments ,hanges rapidly through the resonan, c. regit)n, because
there are _hanges in both the magnitude of the angle of attack and its orientation.
This effect is best illustrated by numerical examples. Figure 8 shows the vari-
ation of ':£ " " ( with [ /_,, for four lateral asymmt.:try orientations, a center
of gravity - center of pressure displacement of '.). 2.5 in_:hes, and a non-rolling
trim angle of attack of O. 14 degrees. In each of these examples, the non-rolling
trim lies in the plane of the lateral asymmetry (as indicated in the .sketch accom-
panying the figure), and the rolling moment due to lateral asymmetry has a maxi-
mum positive value: at resonance. These numerical examples show that near
resonance, the total roiling moment tan be positive irrespective of the aerody-
namic indu, ed rolling moment, if the roiling moment due to lateral asymmetry
has a positive maximum at resonance.
Effect of the Side Moment
f
The side-moment coefficient "sin:. has a pronounced effect ()n the
non-rolling trim amplification for near-resonant conditions, the relation-
ship between the trim amplification factor and the side moment coefficient
can be seen from the development of the linear theory for the trim angle
-14-
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of attack, Appendix C. Inspection of equation (C-II) shows that the trim
amplification becomes infinite at resonance when
who re
Z
H- _ T
.Z- /_ls
I/-M
%! Cj M
,"7 C M
is the ratio of the side-moment coefficient to pitching moment coefficient.
The values of _ ,_. j/CM_ which satisfy equation {1) for the Aerobee 150A
1
are presented in Figure 9 as a function of time. At the nominal resonance
/
time 37. 0 second_ the ratio d_l_ / has a value of only 0. 117, and
J J /
at later times in the flight the values of this ratio are even less.
(I)
Since the atnplification factor is infinite for negative values of
...... ,_ , it is clear that C, _I leads to <atastrophi, yaw when _-t4_
is positiw_..
Be__aus_, th_ _idc moment coefficient, L:..., , is periodi_ with roll
orientation, catastrophic yaw _:an occur only for certain values of the roll
orientation angle. Figure 10 shows, qualitatively, Uhe variation of d-_4_
with _ at Ma_:h number 3. 5. Thus, catastrophic yaw requires that the
a_..rodynamic roll angle at lock-in fall in the regions 45 < i_ < 90,
135 *" _ • 180, Z25 _. _ C Z?0, or 315 '. [ - 360 degrees.
T,_ d,zterminc the angle of attack at which atastrophic yaw might
commence, it is necessary to ¢:onsider the non-linear variation ,>f < _v with
angle of attack, from which the secant slope {and hence _: '_t.... ) is derived.
If we select a lock-in angle _orresponding to _ne of thu i_ 's where the side
moment has a positive maximum, then a , riti:al angle of attack van be defined
-15-
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as ,h,' angl_: :_f atta, k where the _e,:ant slope of £_._ satisfics equation (I).
At r :: 37 seconds the critical value of the _e_ant .slop(' is g. 51, and the
c ,rr_sponding critical angle, of atta, k is 5. 5 degrees. This can be inter-
prct,:d as meaning that atastrophi< yaw will hav,_ commenced at some
angle _,f attack 1,.ss than 5. 5 degrees.
IAccaus_ the _ide m_mcnt _:ffect can so easily lead t_ catastrophic
yaw _-,.mditions, it is important to see which asymmetries and n_0n-rolling
ttim ,rientati,,ns result in the lock-in angles where the side mom_._nt is
positive. These boundaries :'an be established in an approximate manner
by _,nsidvring only thosu lo<:k-in conditions which result from lateral
asy_metry rolling moments.
Fhc critical non-rolling trim orientations for each lateral asymmetry
arv dcpi,:ted in Figure 11. It is easily seen that the probability of catastrophic
yaw f,,r a w_.hicle with random asymmetries is something less than Z5 per cent.
-16-
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IV. QUASI-STEADY ANALYSIS OF THE Nb]AR-RESONANT MOTION
OF SOUNDING ROCKET VEHICLES
D_7_:elopment ,)f a First-Order Differential Equation for Near-l(esonant Motion
in :he: pret'c',_ding sections, a qllalitative analysis _)f _.he roll lock-in
regi.<,ns v,a:_ a,hi_:vt, d by , onsidering the orientations and magnitudes of the
cont,ibuting acrodynamiL <ocfficients and asymmetries, t{owcver, it is
desi_abl,: to trove an analyti_ method for description ,_f near-resozmnt motions
whi, h ntay <:xhibit 1,_ck-in haracteristics. Drefcrably, such a method should
be l_.'s._ . ,mLplcx than the s<_lution ,)f the six-degrees-of-freedom equations, and
should ats,0 provid<: insight as to why the lock-in has occurred.
Bc<ause th_ near-resonant motion ,,f a som_ding rocket involves
primal'fly pit, h-r_ll < oupling between the trim angle of attack and the induced
roiling n,,,ments, it seems appropriate to consider a motion solution involving
,rely Lhcsc fa<t,)r,,_. I'he magnitude and ,_rientation _,f the trim can be obtained
from the usual lim.'arized equation of motion, while the induced rolling moments
can be expressed in terms of the angle of attack and its orientation with respect
to Lhe vehicl,., fin planes and asymmetries.
Fo aLcornplish this marriage, it is necessary to find a dependent
variable whi, h is t. ommon to both the angle of attack dynaniics and the roll
...... where .' is the undampeddynamic _. -_uch a variable is the ratio, z c_, ,
natural pit, h frequency.
The equations relating .2_,,_-o to the magnitude and _rientation ,_f the
trim angle ,_f attack are deriw-d in Appendix C, while Appendix D contains
the equations relating the angle of attack to the rolling moment due to lateral
-17-
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asymmetry. Finally, the derivation uf a first-order non-linear differential
equation fo_ ., . is prc.'sentcd in Appendix lg. This derivation is accom-
plished by ai,pr,>priat," modifi<:ation of the roll differe.ntial equation.
For convenience, the ;T_/'_, differential equation is re-presented below.
.... / 1 /',, (-W/_) 7<
' ' / .... <' (-T"/, <,
(z)
wht: rt:
': : _ i t,.) _,,,, 4- f
#
[
if , t':
G
. J 1 +-
.It'I
C ,k_ tst i . __..........
L i, .l,../i._-o j
"t . "-"3 _17,= : <,9.J
17,,}j and .g4 e are given in terms of
'Fhc angle of atta,-k parameters /_3 1 p--o
t/, ..... by equations (C-11) and (C-1Z). The F.. _' terms in equation (Z) con-l
tain time-varying < oefficients which can be evaluated independently of the
sohtion for /. _ This greatly simplifies the numerical solution of
equation (Z). It will be noted that all of the coeffitients on the left-hand side
of (2) can be determined directly from a nominal spin history, l-r versus
time, and the variation of the pitch natural frequency with time.
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Numerical Re suits
S,,me solutions ,>f equation (Z) have been obtained by numerical
integration, using a dusk-type calculator. The calculations are based
on a fin Cant angle of 0. ZI degrees, whi_:h produces a 7_r/_, variation
with time. as illustrated in Figure 12. The time-varying coefficients of
./':_ in ,:quation (Z) are plotted in Figure 13. £he timid-varying aer_,dy-
_ and /v._ , and th¢_ dan_ping paranleter H - /_ t
ar_, plottt,d in Figure 14. The dependence of ,i7_,, and C _.w__ on angle of
atta_:k was determined fr_m Figure 5. The non-linearity in CM,_ was not
c:on_ ida, red.
In the first alculation, Case I, only the aerodynamic indu,:ed rolling
moment x_as in, lud,:d. 'Fhu asymmetry was assumed _o b_: due _,ntirely to
aer<_dyl_-trni, rriisalignment with _--%//_, 2 * "_, z -- O. 15. l'he asymmetry was
oriented such that Ehe non-rolling trim was at _ = 11 degrees. In Case I
a lock-in was _bt_ined for about 3 seconds, as depicted in Figure 15. The
value ,,f _ at l,:_, a-in was about 93 degrees, and the trim angle of attack
tea. h_'d a maximun_ value ,d about 4. 5 degrees just prior to break-out.
The _econd calculation, Case If, included a O. l-inch lateral dis-
placement (_f the _ enter of gravity and center of pressure. The trim angle
of attac:k was assumud to be due to aerodynamic misaligmnent with
, . _, , .-,. = 0. 15. The non-rolling trim was ,)riented at = 0, while
the lateral < enter of pressure was given an orientation _:7" 90 degrees.
c/;
"['he ,solution for 7_t;j in Case II is also dt_picted in Figure 5. Fhis
case is somewhat unusual in that the phase angle, al iV , has not ,hanged
more than 2-0 degrees ,>ut to _ = 50 seconds, whi,:h is approximately 13
seconds after nominal resonance. .Although the aerodynamic roll anglu, ._
-19-
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has n_t become constant, the rate of increase of _ is extremely small.
This type of motion could be classified as an extended resonance; however,
it should be noted that /f-'/,_, is significantly less than unity.
In Case II the trim angle of attack increases very slowly, attaining a
magnitude of only Z. 84 degrees at r" : 50 seconds. This is less than the
maximum trim for Case I, where lock-in oc_urred for only a short period.
Fhc reason for the slow build-up of trim in Case II is that _ . is well
below ulfity, which effect reduces the amplification factor. In Case II, where
both induced roiling moments are present, only slight redu,:tion in the total
rolling moment occurs as the angle of attack approaches .,: jr Therefore,
break-out cannot occur as readily as in the case where only the aerodynamic
indutcd rolling moment is present.
Case II serw;s to sh<_w that the assunaption _f z/ ..... 1 {as used in
References 7 and 8) is not always valid for determination of the break-out
conditions. For example, in cases where /r_/_, is approximately constant,
but not equal to unity, the trim angle of atta¢:k solution will be sufficiently in
error as to negate any boundaries based on [:_//cJ _ 1.
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V. APPLICATION OF CltZCUI_R MOTION FItEORY
['he.' m:ar-resonant angle-of-_ttack motion of a sounding rocket
w;hi<lt.' is m.,arly ,ircular, because it is comprised of the slowly varying
trim w:ct_,r, which rotates at the spin rate. Cir_:ular-type motions can
re, ciw: special treatment through the use ,-,f perturbation theory. The
advantage of a special <ircular motion analysis is that the aer<_dynaxnic
and inertial moments can be considered in their mr,re exact non-linear
form, and the effect of the non-linear side moment , an be determined
m,,r,' p r_.'_iscly.
['ht' side :n,,ment acts in much the .same manner as a Magnus
m..,nlcnt, and thus ,.:an act as a driving mechanism for a sustaint:d large
anglv.-,-_f-atta, k m<_ti, m. When the angle of atta, k becomes large, the
pitching and yawing moments resulting from the asymmetries become
in.-)ignifi,ant, and the linear solutions for the t.rim angle of attack are no
hmgcr valid
Linear Trim S(,lution With Side Moment C<,efficient
The linear ._olution for th,; trim angle of attack at resonance is
given in Appendix C as
i /,_'/ ,,I -: f-
7
J {
...... r_s ![t-_ - 27 J e ......
3/7_ b-I :
(3)
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_rh, : 1 t.,
Fhc c_,effi_ icnts '
-,_-I_, and _M_ are secant _lopes, and can be evaluated at
vari_us angh'.s of attack. From equation (3) and the aerodynamic data in
Figures 5 and 13, an evaluation has been made of the ': ,,_ required for
various trim angles ,_f attack. The analysis includes the non-linear variation
of :,, , as well as the effect of aerodynamic roll angh.. The results are
plott_:d in Figurelbfortwo aerodynamic roll angles where "-_' , is positive.
For the maximum values of ; .,,*.7. { ,_ = 67. 5 degrees) tht: ,,, required
for trim drops to zero at an angle of attack slightly greater than 6 degrees.
However, : ,,_, reaches a maximum at an angle cJf attack of o_dy 4. 0 degrees,
so that all tria-n solutions at larger angles of attack arc unstable. When the
side-moment coefficient is reduced by a fat:tot of two { t_ = 5Z. 5 degrees),
tht- angle of atta,:k f,,r maximum Cmo increases to only about 5. 0 degrees,
l'hus, for lock-in roll orientations where the side moment is positive,
the linear solutions for the trim angle of attack are valid only at very small
angles uf attack.
Lima1- Circular Moti,an Solutions With Side-Moment Coefficient
I'he non-linear circular motion solutions at nominal resonance
conditions ( ¢ = 37 seconds, Math number 3. 5) are presented in Figure 45.
The derivation of the equations and the method of obtaining the solutions is
completely discussed in Appendix F.
Inspection ¢.,f Figures 16 and 45 shows that the angles of attack at
which the linear trim solutions become invalid correspond very ,:losely with
the angles of attack at whi,:h the unstable circular motion solutions are obtained.
.Z_. -
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For example, with i_ = 67. 5 degrees, the linear trim solution becomes
unstable at about 4 degrees, while the corresponding unstable circular motion
solution occurs at 5 degrees angle of attack. The stable circular motion
solution for _: :: 67. 5 degrees occurs at an angle of attack of about 2_-. 5
degree.4. Therefore, between 4 degrees and 22. 5 degrees angle of attack
the motion is m a transient state.
F<,r fi 's v. here the side moment is less than maxirnum, the angles
of atta< k corresponding to the unstable trim and unstable circular motion
solutions im rcase, while the stable <:ircular moti, m solutions decrease.
Rollin_ M_,mcnt Rc_u<ireI.nents for Steady-State (:ircular M_,tion
For each ltu_ur _:ircular motion solution, there corresponds specific
and ?,) For _ to remain constant the roll equationvalues of _ , t ,
must als,_ be satisfied. Thc requirements for c,mstant _ are approximately
equivalent to requiring a zero value for total induced rolling moment, i.e.
For the purposes of an example, it is convenient to select an orientation of the
plane of lateral asymmetry such that St - 7r/2 This assumption simplifies
the rolling moment due to lateral asylnmetry at resonance, and we obtain
_h
and as before
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[nt ,
ih am_,unt ,d lateral asynu-nctry required to maintain roll equilibrium is,
th, ref(_rc
z_ t_ ' £ .2,- .... .;._ v/ (5)
-*p
Values of _7%/ .{ are ph)tted in Figure 7 as a rum tion ,d c:*- and _ for
both transient and steady-state circular motions. The amount _f lateral asyrnm-
etry r_.quired t,_ maintain steady-state circular motion is seen to be only slightly
greater than ... / ! = 0. 01 or about 0. 15 inches. Thus, the probability of a
sustain,,(] largt, anglt:-of-attack motion is quite large if the rocket locks in at
an at.-rt, dyruami, roll angle where the side moment is positivt'.
Additi,,nal tz _nla rks
It should be n,,ted that a steady-state large angle of attack circular
motion d,,,..:s not require that the aerodynamic roll angle be c_,nstant, but
merely slowly varying. Also, at a given time in the trajectory lunar circular
motion an exist for a wide range of roll rates. This ,an be seen from the
relationMfip
,f .¢/ ' /%,1 , ,,:
which defines lunar motion. It will be noted that a change in the roll rate,
r , does not necessarily infer that the aerodynamic roll angle is changing,
because there may be a corresponding change in # ,:m_ .: . A change in the
angle of attack plane rotation, q_ , is easily brought about by a change in the
side moment, as can be seen from equation (F-21).
Extreme caution should be exercised, therefore, in any attempt to
solve the roll lock-in problem by use of positive rolling moments at resonance,
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because if the trim angle of attack is sufficiently large to introduce a side
moment, a large angle-of-attack lunar-type motion may still occur.
Further, it can be shown that the circular motion solutions for near-
lunar motions are almost the _ame as for lunar motion.
The above facts emphasize the need for considering the non-linear
effects asso_:iated with near-resonant motion. However, the complications
are too great to permit a general type of a1_alysis to be made.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
(1) Roll lock-in phenomena are shown to originate primarily
from two induced rolling moments: a) an aerodynamic induced rolling moment
dependent upon angle of attack and the orientation _f the angle-of-attack plane
with respect to the fin planes, and b) an angle-of-attack dependent rolling
moment resulting from lateral displacement of the center ,,f gravity and aero-
dynamic _enter of pressure. These rolling moments, together with the trim
angle cJf attack produced by aerodynamic, vehicle, and thrust asymmetries,
initiate the anomalous motion which occurs near resonance.
(g} Several roll lock-in type motions can occur near resonance.
These can be divided between motions which are truly locked-in, in which
case the aerodynamic roll angle approaches a constant value, or motions in
which the ratio : ,, is slowly varying or nearly constant for an extended
period of time. rhe duration of the lock-in or extended resonance depends
upon _he orientation and magnitude of the asymmetries as well as all of the
aerodynamic and flight parameters.
(3) The amplification of the non-rolling trim angle of attack
increases with an extended resonance or lock-in, due to the decrease in
aerodynamiC damping with increasing altitude. The amplification factor
is further influenced by the magnitude and sense of the aerodynamic side
moment as well as by the proximi.ty to unity of the spin-to-natural-frequency
ratio, /'/,,_
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(4) Positive values of the aerodynamic side moment can greatly
decrease the effective aerodynamic damping of near-resonant motions, and
produce very large angle-of-attack coning motions. The existence of a roll
orientation where the _ide moment is positive requires that the aerodynamic
roll angle at resonance or lock-in fall in the angular sector 45 _ i/_ _ 90,
or _ect,_rs which are spaced 90 degrees from this sector. Thi_ requires that
the res,_nant angle of attack exceed _ ; or at ,mall angles of attack, that
lateral asymmetry be present to produce an induced rolling moment which can
oppose the aerodynamic induced roiling moment.
(5) When all _f tile factors affecting roll lock-in and/or extended
resox_an('e are considered simultaneously, it becomes impractic-al to determine
uppt-r b,,unds ,n the magnitude of the vehicle asymmetries, since the resonant
m,)ti,,n behavi,,r is just as critical with respect to the angular orientation of the
individual a.qyrnmetrie s.
(6) Ix_ most instances, the near-resonant motion of a sounding
ro_ k,.t vchi, le ,:an be ,'losely approximated by c:onsidering the linear solution
for the. trim angle ,d atta,k in conjunction with the exact non-linear equation
of motion f,._" roll. Using /.._ as a dependent variable, these two modes can
be _ ombined into a single first-order non-linear differential equation with time-
varying coefficients which ;an be easily solved without the use of a digital com-
puter. This technique _hould be extremely useful for investigating specific
vehicle _onfigurations, flight trajectories, and asymmetries.
(7) When the resonant angle of attack becomes large in conjun__tion
with t.he side moment being positive, the non-linear nature of the pitc_h-r,_ll
dynamics precludes the use of the linear theory for predicting the angle of
attack motion. This type of problem c_an be investigated by the use of the
special _ircular motion theory developed in this report.
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Recommendations
(1) Dynamic wind tunnel tests should be conducted to determine
the effect of angle-of-attack plane rotation on the aerodynamic forces and
moments. Since highly non-linear variations uf the rolling moment, side
force, and side moment are measured statically, it is very likely that
similar e:ffects occur dynamically, that is, with angle-of-attack plane rotation.
Such tests could be accomplished by the use of a bent rotating _ting, which
could provide the necessary simulation of the coning motion.
(Z) Additional six-degrees-of-freedom motion calculations should
be accomplished to determine the exact motion of a sounding rocket vehicle
under the inflltence of combined aerodynamic induced rolling moment and
rolling moment due to lateral asymmetry. These calculations should also
in_-lude non-linear aerodynamic side-moment coefficients, and should explore
the effects of different aerodynamic damping coefficients for planar and circular
motion.
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APPENDIX A.
V h_,h, t'hysical Characteristics and Nominal Trajectory Data
Fhc A,:r,_b_.e 150A corffiguration investigated in the present study is
depi r,,d in Figur, g, and consists of an ogive-nose payload, extension, and
sustatn, r se( tbm:_. Fhis corffigurati,.,n is designated I3-2 in Reference 10.
Dam I ,r the re-hi, 1_, _vith its solid propellant rocket booster attached are not
pr,_s, nt_.d here.
;_ eight,
tin_c arc prescnt,'d in Figures 18 and 19.
Ch(_ sustaincr motor has a burning time of 51. 5 seconds, and the
,.nt, r ()f gravity, and moment of inertia data as a function of
sustaimr thrust is giw;n by
4728 - 628sustainer thrust =
Nominal trajectory data based on an 87-degree launch angle at sea
level are depicted in Figures 2-0 and 21. Burn-out occurs at approximately
6.2 Math number at 125,000 feet.
Fhc nominal spin history is presented in Figure 22. This is based on
• with Mach
a fin cant angle of 0. 21 degrees. The variations of C£_ and 627 _
number for zero angle of attack are presented in Figure 23, and were obtained
from Reference 13.
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Based on the above, nominal spin resonance occurs near f = 37.0
seconds, Mach number 3. 5, and 6Z, O00 feet, with the roll and pitch rates
equal to 5. 95 radians per second.
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APPENDIX B.
Acr odxnamic Data for Aerobee 150A
l'he vehicle drag -urve, from Reference 13, is repeated here as
Figu r_: Z3.
['he static' and dynamic characteristics of the Aerobee 150A in pitch
and r,_ll were tJbtaincd from tests at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
White Oak, Maryland, Reference 10.
fur(c', pitching moment, side force,
moment were obtained at three roll orientations (
and ;tt Ma('h numbers Z. 53, 3. 50, 4. 85, and 6. 80.
B-Z arc."presented here.
Static test data consisting of normal
and yawing moment, and induced rolling
= O, 25, 45 degrees),
Only data for configuration
Because the data were obtained at combined angles of attack and
sideslip and reduced with respect to body axes, it was necessary to transform
all ,_f the lateral force and moment data to obtain the force and moment coeff-
i(ients in the angle of attack plane {designated here as Ct_ and _-n_ ) and the
forces and moments in the symmetry plane normal to the angle of attack plane
(desig_lated here as (_ and C . ). The latter quantities are referred to as the
side force and side moment, respectively, and are treated as Magnus-like
coeffi_ ients in the aerodynamic analyses.
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The resulting plots of CN Cm <: _ and (:-_v versus angle of
$ _ ., P
attack for each of the test Mach numbers are presented in Figures 2-5 through
34. The side force and yawing moment are shown only for '_ = 2Z. 5, while
,f
-_/ and Cn_ are shown for __ 's of 0, 22. 5, and 45 degrees. The centers of
pressure for the normal force and side force are illustrated in Figures 35
and 36. The stability margin and normal force derivative versus Mach number
are depicted in Figures 37 and 38.
Pitch damping data, _" *(_ . , are presented as a function of Mach
number in Figure 39. These data are based on the flight center of gravity
corresponding to each Math number.
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APPENDIX C.
Linear Solution for the Trim Angle of Attack
angle
Th,, equation of motion for a slightly unsymmetrical rocket at small
4
_f attack _:an be expressed in non-rolling coordinates as
( :- ,__AE".' _ IDT ,- Y1_
, , r ,__ L
(c-1)
who I't_
)
4
.C
.: _,'r) /'
,r /z'_
FCL
L '_-
t
/p_ _. rYq
indicates non-rolling axes)
2 ,, , ip 2
'_-_ Lc:''o "-'- ': %)_ z%,
, : /
,' /
(- I/L'
I_ / d"
) ,_' d.,_., and
0
FZ/_ /
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In tht: above equation, jet damping and the effects of axial acceleration are not
considered. Fhe body axes and direction and sense of the forces and moments
are _h,,wn in Figure 40.
Fhe particular J(,lution of (C-l) is
In the work whi, h follows, it is the undamped trim vector K_ _x
-"¢.odescribes the trim
whi, h is ,ff interest. It _hould be noted that _--- K)e
vect_,r with tcspect to the body axes, whereas E orientates the body axes
with respect to the non-rolling coordinate system. The particular solution gives
• #,, ZA (c-3)
6, _ e.. _- .....................
Ratio of R.,;llin_ Trim to Non-Rollin_ Trim. Substituting ._o-o into
(C-3), we obtain
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which for " = O reduces to
N<.ting Lha: the: absolute value of the quotient of two complex numbers ._,r_-y,
and : , -¢ can be expressed as
we ,.,btakn Lh,- rati<, of the rolling trim to non-rolling trim as
K 3 °
where
r ..................
I
/ /' P3 +
_:_i ' /v7 _ n O .....
....... 17{$"I,.... i{+',_'+<J-,_! _ ,- + '_ ','-/-; r--,% '<-_a,o + -
_L. J J -; /
(c-5)
_* 4.z
n.> -J_"*'7
For the special ,.ase of Cj0-- C_ = 0 , equation (C-5) reduces to
: k%)s >:<-_
•,,o / k7 :
........]/7- ....................._,- r.......... =:-_-
_.,e ie'° V L_'_" " " J +-Lm ,,<,- z, :
(c;_6)
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Orientation of Trim Vector. The orientation of the trim vector
is determined by noting that A/3 e d54_3° is of the form
_;?J,o_ _ # "2'
such that we an vxpress (_30 &S
The orientation of the non-rolling trim is thercf,Jre
• r-_-_o-t- C_.o._]/a._ - ,
'" r:: L C,,o,- c_, j (c-7)
The orientation of the rolling trim with respect to tile non-rolling trim
can be expressed as
." -. s _ = C_-_ (,_,J - r&,<..-'(<:C',.,l,,o:_
-4,'j,_ , " -,',':'if,= o - - ,'
The difference of the arc tangents can be eliminated by use of the identity
---;-;:-7: _,.-....
._'.) f.=o
_;7<') ,,-- _,]
and we obtain finally that
(c-8)
Note that g_e is with respect to body-fixed axes.
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Fhc ,_ri,:ntadon ,Jr the trim w_'ctor _ith respect to the body axes is obtained by
n_>_Jn_4 [ha
I' : " : $ : I/
-r? . :.,_
(c-,))
The trim w*_ctor is plotted in the following sketch.
I
4 lJ
5
The _:orrespondence of trim orientation angle,
/
/ V
\
\
.//
/
/
-\
and the aerodynamic
roll angl_, i_ , is illustrated in the above sketch for the case where the
body axes j and _i are aligned with the fins.
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Equations for the Trim Amplification and Trim Orientation in Terms
of _he f'arameter -2_)/_ Noting that _/--]o_/v and defining the pitch natural
frequen,:y, ,) , according to the relation
h
_J
(_7 - i !t)
wc :an by _ubstituti_,n and re-arranging obtain (C-6) and (C-g) in the following
useful fc rms.
t¸ _ _ '
, f t , : /
i;' t -£; /
t
> ,,-..... #_,1i i L_,_J L .;
(c-l[)
i, )
v"/"1 /"1
• ,- )7,. ., t/ /
, /
(< -tz)
For zero damping, the resonance criterion from equation
<f' ,,<-,' ¢-,,W =0 ((_:- 13)
or from ((;-Z) we can show that
• / / f.. tv <"
Statically stable rockets ,:an experience resonance only when _/_/--471 , the
nutation rate, since the precession rate is opposite to tl_e direction of the axial
-40 -
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spin. t£quati,,n (-13) .an be re-v. ritt<n to ,,brain
/.. z -t
v f
((:- 14)
whi.h is th, us_tal r,:s,,nancc, ritcri<)n f,_r acrody_uami< ally scablt, rockets. It
L,11 ,ws tJtat ,,/f , ,vhi, h is n<_t diffi, ult t<_ :_atisfy for s_mnding, rocket.-;.
#
It will al; , b. noted that for f,/f _< ! the rcsoluince condition is very nearly
cquival, .'Lt '_,.J : .
'l'rin_ _ ,f A'tack at Resonance. Combining the resonance critcri_m
giv,_n t,y ,,quati,_m (_ -i4) with equations (C-6) and (C-8), we obtain
I i
z .........
EH
},'_- -_- V<,-i p4
(c- 15)
!
','- (
Another quantity whi{h is of interest at resonance is the derivative of S_ with
respect to $%/ ,' . rhus, from (C-12) we obtain
d (,,,/_o)
(C - 1 G)
(c-17)
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For _ ):,s)::_ /
, , j
#
and _ ,'_2"-z _ / , equation (C-17) reduces to
d._4 -.2
d t" _,1¢ 5
\ £ /
W'- t"7
it" '_3
/'q
(m-is)
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APPENDIX D.
Rollin_, Mumc.nts Due to Lateral Asymmetry
R,,lling mom_.'nts are produced by lateral aerodylmmic and thrust
asymmetry as well as by inclination of the principal axes with rt:spect to
thL: body refer,:nce axe3. Since the body axes may be spc_:ified to be the
prinCipal axes, ,_nly the: aerodynamic and thrust asymmetries need be con-
sidered here.
The thrust asymmetry will have a roll period of 2 _ , while the
aerodynamic lateral asymmetry can have several roll periods, the most
likely of which are _7 and z ,_. A roll period of rz , for example, could
correspond to the two fins in one plane being larger by the same amount.
However, for the purposes of this study, sufficient generality is achieved
by assuming that the aerodynamic lateral asymmetry has a period of 2 7/.
Further, a single lateral center of pressure will be assumed, applicable both
to the normal force and side force, and in addition we let d2_ 9 d_o : _ .
The lateral displacement of the center of gravity and center of pressure
is designated ,.tj , while the thrust line offset is designated o._ The orien-
tations of the center of pressure and thrust line are defined by angles _dp
and _ , respectively. The orientation of the lateral asymmetries with respect
to the body reference axes, which are in the fin planes, is depicted in Figure 41.
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t"r_m Figure 41 it _an be seen that the rolling mom¢;nt due to lateral
a_:_,d.,.,aa_.,i, asymmetry can be expressed as
.3
(D-i)
and ttia,
_L (D-Z)
In _.quati,n (I, 1
.]
, " i ( _3
i ¸ t i f-"
/
=0
or
, ; , _/_ -t,/ - c_cp
zld_ {D-3}
'rhus, _h,. _ ,lling m,,ment due to thrust is a slowly varying function of timc,
while: the ,,,lling moment due to aerodynamic lateral asymmetry varies with
__ , and
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APPENDIX E.
Derivation of an...Equatipn f.or _?/o.9
I--
An equation fc)r _/co , where .x) is the undamped natural pitch frequency,
,'an bc ,btained from the basic roll equation
In t:l>:x. ,rk whi, h f<_ll,,ws, it is
unaffl,
signifi
as._umed that the n_,minal rocket trajectory is
t_.d by }_nges in the roll rate, even though the. roll rate may depart
,ultly fr_,m the nominal roll perf_,rmance.
5ira e for rockets like the Aerobee 150A, roll equilibrium is reached
somctnne pri,)r t,, resmmnce, it is convenient to define a theoretical spin rate
f'r , _hi, h is a function of time. By definition,
restricted t,) ,hanges in the roll coefficients Qg.
a
the variation in F'r will be
and C£ with Math number,
and to roll rate lag e.ffect. Fherefore, we can account for the time-wise varia-
ti_ms in the theoretical spin rate by introducing _,$/_ , as follow_:
which can be re-arranged to
I× ¢5
(z-z)
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Substituting (E-Z) into (E-l), we obtain
(g-3)
To obtain an equation in terms of F/a,, we note that
{\ J :, ; ,' _-.
_2 Ca)
(E -4)
and re-arranging, we obtain
f F - .... " i7" <.'j ,,D
\
(E-5)
By use of (FD-5) we can re-write (E-3) as
: F
• L¸ _:_'_".J_-i F>'_°)(r_,,'_,) -- c_. (#T/_j
(K -6)
/"This is a first-order differential equation in ,:,_, with time-varying coefficients.
- _ °)and/ ' __ ,It is also non-linear because of the terms c/.. p,.tg.o,o " Cq_ ('t,/av, . <-:o). . It
/ 2. ! ,,
should be noted that the time-varying coefficients {(--q _g-<_ , i _:'2/' _'_'
r I _4r <;e D , / , _ , and :g can all be determined from
,'.>ri'_ a "t r, ,-_ J
i\ /
nominal trajectory data and linear aerodynamiu derivatives.
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To see more clearly the implications of the non-linear terms
-_ ) we expand them in the following form:_,/_, O_o ,
/ ,
where
.
(
L
r,
_, j _ ........ i
F
= i "?7": U_
l-
The quantities (_j)[,=<_ ' 'i%o) r,_ o , and GP depend primarily upon the
initial magnitude and orientation of the asymmetries; hence the inclusion of
<__o (the non-rolling trim angle of attack) in d_. ( p/..u --_.o) and ci._- _/<.,o..o%)._"
, )The quantities ..... ' .... and ,_ _ are non-linear functions of of-' ?/<" and
/ 1
the vehicle parameters, and are given by equations (C-II) and (C-12), Thus,
we see that (_ and d:._j can be expressed entirely in terms of!"f.: _<%), the
magnitude and orientation of the asymmetries, and the time-varying vehicle
and aerodynamic parameters.
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APPENDIX F.
Circular Motion Theory
In :his appendix, the exact non-linear equations of motion are developed
for a sy:nm_:trical rocket. These equations consider the three rotational degrees
closed-form solutions are obtained for the case of near-of freedom. Finally,
cir_ ular m,)tion.
';Vhen a triad described by axes y: , ; , ; has an angular velocity,
2
, with respect to an inertial system, and further, when mass and moment
_,f inertia are constant, Newton's Second Law of Moti,)n can be expressed as
J : ?i , * _L_ ._ ,..,..) (F-l)
whe re
<'_-- i_:_ _ "')
For mass rotational symmetry,
Ix
i = 0
O
and
,7t a principal axis
O O
I o
O 22
-1
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(F-I) can be re-written as
/W=
E, O O
O I O
0 0 [
-f
!%
L
I= 0 0 7
o I o ',
r
i
i
LO 0 Z j
(F-Z)
The angular velocity of the triad is described by its component angular velocities
with respect to the _ , _ , _ axes, which are
,z. )_
(F-3)
These are derived from the Euler angle definitions of Figure 42. The above
equations are general, and are not restricted to any f)_
The selection uf J_L to give a fixed-plane coordinate system has particular
advantages, and simplifies the study of large angle of attack motions at high rates
of spin.
xy
plane axe s
become
Therefore, it is convenient to select fL such that _ is initially in the
plane, and stays there, i. e. , _ - Q :_ O This leads to the set of fixed-
. /
' $ l3_ , _t c}" in Figure 42. With _ - _ _ 0 equations (F-3)
z2
1"2
n --=_ c_oJIi9
(F-4)
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and fu_'ther, we have
where the quantity i_ represents the roll of the missile with respect to the
we obtain
(F-5)
, _ coordinates. Substituting equations (F-4) into equation (F-Z),
L = i x p (F-_)
Equation (F-6) is just the roll equation, which _an be treated separatcly.
To use equations (F-7) and (F-8) for the pitch-yaw dynamics, we must
next _.'xpand the aerodynamic moments /"7 and /V Since equations (F-7) and
(F-8) are in terms of 69 and t. , we w_Juld prefer to use these quantities and
their derivatives as ,_ur aerodynamit: variables. To establish the aerodynamic:
moments in terms of O and .,2. it is necessary to select a direction for the:
aerodynamic w;locity vector.
Selecting the aerodynamic velo¢:ity vector along the _ axis, as in
Figure 43, provides a simple correspondence between the total angle of attack,
.. _. _/__oc , and the Euler angle _9 , i.e. o-_ : _- ¢9. Likewise, it ,:an be seen that
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the rotation of the angle of attack plane is simply %71 or /Z,//cxn., _ .
the moment '-' is just the overturning moment, and the moment N
m<,rnent or cffe_ tive Magnus moment,
Further,
the side
Ac rodynami_: Coefficients. The aerodynamic coefficients can be
expected to dupend upon at least e9 , "_ , _ , [,_ , /t, , , f W_
will also assume that all of the co_:fficicnts have some variation with 6=?
Since it _._ desired to have aerodynamic expressions whi,:h can be
generaliz,.d t,, any particular range _Jf angle of attack, and since equations
(F-7) and (F-,_) contain t-) in trigonometric form anyway, we arbitrarily
describe thu angh_ , f attack dependt.nce of the staLic aerodynamic overturning
and Magnus moments by functions of the form
. [ ] -"
•> L ''; "': ',-:.J (F-9)
and note that
Fur:t,er, we have the useful relationship that
)t
(F-tO)
The static aerodynamic coefficients to be considered are therefore equivalent
"- C_NF _ CAto the aeroballistic derivatives _-,,4,_. , . , and _.
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['h_' dy_,lamic derivatives uf interest are &,_ r ,L
F _
" , and -_F. _ ,I _' ' I where each may bc some function Jf
Be<aus_: ,f ,at prii:_ary interest in near-circular motions ( -_ O ), dae
c,,ntrit,uti, ns 'f '"t ;; and '_;r)4 should be negligibh_, and hence we will not
ct>nsid,.r Lheac deriwttivcs further. The contributi,Jns from : *"7 and _v.r,_.
sh,Juld likewist, be "small, because the spin dependent m_Jments are small.
The dcrivativ,:s "' -and , ,t_,;'contain a contributi,,n whi,'h is directly
related t,, ;t <ir_ular-typ_: m_,tion. This c(,ntributi_>n aris_'.s from the effect
of a ,:ircular moti<,n on the aerodynamic roll angle, _" In circular motion
at finite angle of atta<k, the aerodynamic roll angle at the fins, '_ , differs
frmn the stati, aerodyt_amic roll angle by an amount
<
(F-If)
H,,wever, for the: Aerobce 150A this ._3_ is <,n the order c>f one degree at
resonance conditions; hence, the contribution of ,21_ to din.., and d_. will
be neglected for the present study.
Of greatest signifi<ance is the angle of attack dependence of Cv_ due to
pure tircular motion. To see this dependence clearly, it is worthwhile to
examine the fin loads resulting from both a planar motion and a lunar circular
motion.
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F!n Dam_in_ for Planar Motion and Lunar Circular Motion. Consider
the. damping moment produced by the fins of a rocket as a result _,f body rotations
about the <enter of gravity (Figure 44). For the present example, we assume
that the fin aerodynamic section force over the entire span depends only upon the
loca.l angle _f atta( k.
]F,,r a planar motion we obtain immediately the familiar result
( ) .... _._-2..... S--_ '_ .... _ (F-12)
V
Next consider the same vehicle in a lunar , ircular motion with fins
(l) and (3) always in the angle of attack plane, and fins (2) and (4) always
normal to the angle of attack plane. The angle of attack plane rotation, _// ,
results in a varying local angle of attack along the span of Lhc fins. However,
because ,.,f _ymmetry, the (L) and (4) fins cannot contribute a yaw damping
moment. The yawing moment produced by the (1) and (3) fins is
(F-13)
where
/
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and f,,r _r_all •-_
T _": _ y"
Wc _btaln from equation (F-13) that
2_
"" _ ) J:::
CA/or --'_
, _&
Compar,s,,n _,f (F-12) with (F-14) shows that for small "--_-
(F-14)
(F-15)
_. _ _/o_ at small angles of attack;
1 t
/
_,_4 _ _ A',_.:_'Z.4,_ _ _ P _ A'%'_A_
S /) ," , :'_Az _75 r/ ,.9IV
Fhus, ,
the same angle of attack dependence.
break down at larger angles of attack.
show that ,,
of attack.
_znd -_r,._ are equivalent at small angles of attack, and will have
This equivalence can be expected to
The theoretical analyses of Reference
and <. ,,_ can differ by a factor of two at ninety degrees angle
14
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Con]plete Circular Motion Equations. Based on the foregoing, the two
moment equations can be expressed approximately as
[Um /z
"- ..... t 2V ,'j
(F-16)
,-':-'_'"-_d- [c n_ri) c ,(
' " 2 - 2V /
-?
/" _.iil
If we now let the aerodynamic coefficients be constant for a particular range of
angle of attack, we can lincarize equations (F-16) and (F-17) for near-circular
motions by letting
and introducing the first-order approximations
It is also convenient to introduce the operator _--- g- _ o(<:z}-C j , where
i
and the non-dimensional angular velocities -p _- _o.x" , _.. :.a..x" ,
etc. Further, we let
E
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The equations of motion now have the form
- • ._)
r_
_0
(F-IB)
_ / r-
L r - 2 4-
I , ,'_ 14- A
C
d
(F-19)
The steady-state solutions of (F-18} and (F-19), z_O:_=_ =.d.,u =.2._, = O
are of primary interest.
From (F-19) we obtain that
- _,r,'z -- n: _/__ ?
_°=- ........ C
r/,, u,
(F-ZO)
A
or that the angle of attack plane rotation, _.: , is
._ i%
.,_ _ , <2>_.._,Z - C :":-_,'/z
(F-zi)
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Likewise, from (F-18) we have that
--,r 2r' k r/ (F-22)
For tht." ,_pecial case of lunar circular motion
q<, : "i ':#--> c:_
, /
and (F-ZI) becomes
iv, = - ........... ) lunar motion
...... _ " ';
.._ _ _ .,
(F-23)
and (F-Zg) becomes
F=
/
- C._
__
_(2_c_ oL
;
_i-x
I
lunar motion (F-Z4)
By equating (F-23) and {F-24) we find the requirements for lunar circular
motion, which is best expressed in terms of the side moment:
C
.rfl_
3
Ix
/ 37
(F-25)
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An immediate consequence of (F-Z5) is that Cnrr/z will in most cases have to be
positive, because C'7_< O and I C_I > I c-nP,T/__ I Also, since £ /= Z/_S_3,
the _ r, /_ required for lunar circular motion is proportional to the square root
of the air density, thus, the side moment required for circular motion decreases
with increasing altitude, and the possibility of a steady-state circular motion
occurring becomes more likely as the vehicle ascends.
The lunar motion case is of great interest because under lunar motion
conditions we can expect large values for C. /_ for certain aerodynamic roll
angles. To establish the exact circular motion characteristics with C_Tr/z and
C_ ,_ _ dependent both upon C_ and _ , it is most convenient to plot equations
(F-Z3) and (F-2.4) as functions of c_ and determine the solutions graphically
for the various fi 's. An analysis of this type is summarized in Figure 45,
which is for a Ma_:h number and altitude representative of the nominal Aerobee
150A resonance conditions.
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FIG 8 NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF C_, ÷ CZ# AS A FUNCTION
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FIG 41 NOMENCLATURE FOR ROLLING
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COORDINATE AXES WITH RESPECT TO THE VELOCITY VECTOR
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